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About This Game

A multiplayer sci-fi arena shooter with a heavy emphasis on verticality, meant for playing with friends. It combines fast paced
quake-style action with unique and skill based weapons, resulting in a competitive and enjoyable experience. The shoulder

mounted movement grenade launcher allows the player to uniquely utilize their environment for both offense and defense by
propelling their character through the air off of walls and surfaces. The verticality of the level and gameplay design gives more

choice to the player as to how to use cover and the weaponry available to their advantage.

Assault Rifle: Your standard assault rifle. Fully automatic, reasonably accurate, and moderate damage. A rather versatile
weapon. Nothing too special.

TR9 Shotgun: A semi-automatic shotgun with a wide spread and high damage at close range. Obviously very inaccurate.

SMG: A small, fast firing, fully automatic submachine gun with relatively high spread and low damage. Meant for close range.

Plasma Crossbow: A crossbow that fires a plasma bolt, very high accuracy and damage at the cost of high recoil and low
projectile speed. Meant for medium to long range engagements.

DMR: A long range, accurate rifle that sacrifices damage for higher fire rate and projectile speed over the crossbow. Comes
equipped with a scope.

Plasma Rifle: One of the more unique weapons. As it is fired, its fire rate and accuracy increases in a somewhat minigun-like
fashion. It has no reload, but instead regenerates ammunition when not fired. Relatively low damage, but highly versatile and
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dangerous in the right hands.

Railgun: A pick-up, it has extremely high damage, accuracy, projectile speed, and recoil, but charges up before fired, forcing
the player to predict their enemy's movements. Comes with a scope.

Movement Grenade Launcher: A small, shoulder mounted grenade launcher that fires a movement grenade. It deals no
damage, but pushes objects away from it, including players. This allows the player to use it in clever ways, such as propelling

them accross the map quickly or pushing enemies away from them.
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Title: Potentia
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Influx Interactive
Publisher:
Influx Interactive
Release Date: 4 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: FX-6300 or i5-4440

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTS 450 or Radeon HD 6770

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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I really liked the plot twist at the end. It was made by one person and it's really good for an indie horror game with only one
person behind it.. WOO THIS IS THE BEST 2016 GAME EVER YET!!!!!!! No...
A dumb game... That what I have to say...

REASONS:
1. This game is all about throwing your money at a woman, dancing on a pole, and avoiding items that are falling from the sky.
What your throwing away if you play this game is your time and your fingers from all dat clicking.

2. If you think this is one of those cheap tycoon games... Your wrong. You throw money at a woman, you trying to break your
right mouse button (because of all the clicking), also trying to get over that %100 (I don't know why they made it)

3. APRIL 1ST! WE'RE RELEASING DLC! No... It's over april 1st, and they haven't yet released DLC. The button on the home
screen says 'April 1st', when you click it, it won't do anything. Maybe next year? Next april? Okay, yeah.

4. (This isn't a problem) They have as their icon GameMaker: Studio. So, they coded it with GameMaker: Studio? Okay....

5. Why the crap is this on a stage? Do people just love a person throwing money at a woman, and why do people throw items on
the stage? Are they saying 'SCREW YOU!' 'GET OFF THE STAGE'

So, I don't recommend buying this, unless if you want to farm trading cards.... But, the gameplay is bad. 8 bit graphics. But, they
lied to us about the DLC!!! WHY????????????????. Not that bad, like it's not GTA, but it's a bit enjoyable if you have nothing
else to do.

And I would prefer a normal gunshot sound, using your mouth to create one is so annoying.. Thanks to ZenZone1 for on how to
get this to work (works fine on Win 7 x64):

See his review on how to get the gamne working! I highly recommend getting steam to create the shortcut on your desktop!

A lot of users are asking for the manual so I have uploaded these to my google drive (including a strategy guide). You can find
them here:
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https:\/\/drive.google.com\/drive\/folders\/0B1w7Tm1SmIHvZ1ZqUXJHVkxNdTA?usp=sharing

It's a great game. Very complex. The model aircraft and how it handles are stunning, and the sounds in game are excellent for
when this game was initially developed. I love the external camera view and you can defiantly here the dopler effect. I love how
you can watch your enemies die by following your missiles to their target. You can provide commands to your wingman and
assign them a target whilst you concentrate on another. You can even communicate with the air bases located around the map.

Easy to configure your plane for each mission. Dog fights are really good fun, though hard in places. I highly recommend
viewing the manual and strategy guide included in the above link. They will help considerably as the tutorial via the peace game
mode doesn't have details on how to fly the aircraft, let alone how to operate it's complex systems on board. Another useful tip,
use the autopilot, it is there for a reason!

Overall, a great game for its time. Even now I still enjoy this. Highly recommended; especially if you haven't played this before.
I can see myself playing a lot of hours on this again (regardless of what steam says as the game won't run via steam play button,
it will only run via the shortcut).. Nice DLC! Wish there wer more!. Good music and good controls. Ever want to disappoint
your parents? Just invite them over and play this in front of them.
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After using my detective skills to actually find the dlc in the menu this is what I found;
First of all going off in the snowy mountains to do ninja training is the best back story ever, hell it worked for sub zero.
Using the ninja skills such as the shurikens, caltrops, smoke etc was pretty cool, but there was no content. And on the predator
map the ninjas were using machine guns which isn't very ninjery.
So even if you love ninjas like I do (and by love I mean you think ninjas are really cool, not as in you want to marry one
although that would be cool in its own way).
I can not recommend this game.. Your mentor was a ghost the whole time and got beauty secrets from Donald Trump's adorable
hands and is a weak version of a damsel in distress!

I love this game already.. Right now there is a lot of potential in this game, but its flaws are too glaring, particularly in regard to
the constant and unreasonably harsh night raids you suffer since very early on. A well-crafed patch can certainly turn this into an
awesome title.. What an enjoyable game! Harder than many of the big developer's hidden object games. I don't know why it's
called a "Collector's Edition," and if I had paid more I would have been upset by the lack of anything "collector edition" related.
No bonus play, no strategy guide, no map, no collectibles, no achievements... so don't expect them! But, do expect a harder
game with a bit more bite to it. I mean, no cutesy-ness, but some blood and gruesomeness instead.
The hidden object scenes are basic, not interactive, but not easy either. Some are silhouettes, and I discovered it's easier to drag
the shadow to the object, not to click.
You need the hint! It is not always terribly helpful, so plan on revisiting scenes to look for more HOS etc.
I do recommend this game, especially at this weekend's price of 24 cents!. By the time writing this review, I have only played 3
hours of this game. Were those 3 hours worth it?

Absolutely.
The game takes place in an alternative world with ninjas (or shinobi as theyre called in the game), you have good shinobi, who
complete missions for the government, and bad shinobi that carry out missions for politicians. As the name implies, one is good,
the other is bad.

The game has 2 different stories (+1 if you buy the tailor made edition) that each view the perspective of the good shinobi from
Hanzo Academy, and the bad shinobi from Hebijo Academy. Both have different missions with different sets of characters. The
characters all have different kind of personalities, one character for example is emotionless who never experiences hatred or
joy, and then you have a character who's bright and cheerful. The list goes on and on, but the characters really differentiate with
each other.

What really sets this game and the older Senran Kagura games apart is the graphics for this game. The graphics feel like Estival
Versus, but with a big upgrade. The effects are noticeably more polished and look really cool. However, you'll be noticing some
slight fps drops when performing a shinobi transformation or slashing through your enemies. Other than that, the graphics are
definitely a big step forward.

The downsides to this game are that unfortunately, there's no multiplayer. It's 2 (or 3) campaign stories of 41 missions each (10
for the 3rd story I believe). Also, when there's a novel-like sequence, the text keeps on scrolling while its difficult to follow what
the text is actually saying and when the characters speak in these novel parts, they almost always get interrupted by someone
else's dialogue. It's a bit annoying and I hope the devs can fix this issue.

Other than that, I really enjoy this game. The game has a bit of an Estival Versus vibe, but it also has some things going for it on
its own, like camera-switching menu screens depending on what thing you want to do in the menu.

7/10.
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